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	Text8: 
	Comments: This is the Full Validation review for both the GOES-16 and -17 EXIS XRS. They were combined because performance is relatively consistent between them. The panel unanimously agreed that the product has now been fully validated. There are a few remaining issues that are all deemed to be minor by the Space Weather Prediction Center (SWPC). They will continue to be worked with any necessary ADR/WR implementation or mods to the GRB data stream. Issues include:- Occasional electron and proton contamination, at times when there are elevated electron and proton fluxes. These generally only affect the lower XRS flux values- The 1-sec data have over 30-sec latency due to the aggregation of the GRB data stream. This is too long for SWPC. Efforts are underway to modify the GRB processing to improve the latency back to acceptable levels. Recommend following through with this task.- Recommend continuing to monitor calibration and update LUTs as needed- Some validation is not possible until we get an X-class solar flare; we are near the solar minimum now. If/when this occurs, recommend a careful check of the instrument validation from both FM-1 and -2


